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Abstract—Large-scale optimization has become an important applica-
tion for data management systems, particularly in the context of statistical
machine learning. In this paper, we consider how one might implement
the join-and-co-group pattern in the context of a fully declarative data pro-
cessing system. The join-and-co-group pattern is ubiquitous in iterative,
large-scale optimization. In the join-and-co-group pattern, a user-defined
function g is parameterized with a data object x as well as the subset of
the statistical model Θx that applies to that object, so that g(x|Θx) can
be used to compute a partial update of the model. This is repeated for
every x in the full data set X. All partial updates are then aggregated
and used to perform a complete update of the model.

The join-and-co-group pattern has several implementation chal-
lenges, including the potential for a massive blow-up in the size of a fully
parameterized model. Thus, unless the correct physical execution plan
be chosen for implementing the join-and-co-group pattern, it is easily
possible to have an execution that takes a very long time or even fails to
complete.

In this paper, we carefully consider the alternatives for implementing
the join-and-co-group pattern on top of a declarative system, as well
as how the best alternative can be selected automatically. Our focus
is on the SimSQL database system, which is an SQL-based system
with special facilities for large-scale, iterative optimization. Since it is an
SQL-based system with a query optimizer, those choices can be made
automatically.

1 Introduction
Large-scale optimization has become an important application for

data management systems. Given a data set X and a function f
that measures the quality of a set of model parameters Θ, the goal

in large-scale optimization is to choose Θ such that f(Θ|X) has

a large (or small) value.

The importance of optimization as an application of data

management is due in no small part to the fact that optimization

underlies the learning task in statistical machine learning, which

is now a standard data analytics task. Depending on the particular

learning task, f may be a loss function in the case of a neural

model or a likelihood function in the case of a statistical model

[1], a distance or divergence [2], or a posterior probability dis-

tribution function in Bayesian learning [3]. Also depending upon

the learning task, the method used to optimize Θ can vary as

well: gradient-based methods [4] and second-order methods [5]

are common, as are EM [6] and variational inference [7], as well

as Markov chain Monte Carlo methods [8].

Despite the wide variety of functions optimized as well as

the wide variety of optimization strategies employed, virtually all

large-scale optimization implementations follow the same general

pattern:

1) For each data point x ∈ X , the subset of the model

parameters relevant to x is computed. We’ll call this

subset Θx.

2) Then, that subset is fed into a problem-specific user-

defined function g(x|Θx), that computes a partial update

of the parameter set Θx.

3) Finally, all of the individual calls to g(x|Θx) result in a

set of statistics that are aggregated and together used to

update Θ globally.

This process is then repeated iteratively until convergence.

Identifying this join-and-co-group pattern greatly benefits

large-scale optimization problems because of its ubiquitousness as

well as the complexity of these large-scale problems. First, numer-

ous large-scale optimization problems associate data with model

parameters in a way equivalent to join-and-co-group. Second,

in large-scale optimization, a programmer very often implicitly

makes suboptimal implementation decisions, which renders it nec-

essary to explicitly identify these join-and-co-group computations.

Varying Complexity of Practical Applications. Depending upon

the particular optimization problem, realizing this pattern on a

large problem can be trivial, extremely difficult, or anywhere in

between.

For example, if the parameter set Θ is reasonably small, then

Θ can be distributed around a compute cluster as a broadcast

variable or via a lambda capture (assuming a dataflow platform

such as Spark or Flink). Then, g(x|.) can be computed for each

x via a map operation over g(x|Θ), where the implementation of

g(x|Θ) references the local or captured copy of Θ.

For an example where the task of parameterizing and applying

g is this simple, consider gradient descent for linear regression. In

this case, Θ would contain the current set of regression parameters.

Assuming that the number of regression coefficients is in the low

millions (so that Θ is not too large) g would likely be implemented

as a lambda that captures Θ. It would use the captured Θ to

compute the gradient for the current data point x—in this case, a

vector whose dimensionality is the same as the dimensionality of
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the data. The aggregation step would then sum all of the gradient

vectors, and then the sum would be used to update Θ.

However, things can be more complicated. In the general case,

the parameter set Θ can be large—gigabytes or even terabytes

in size—and complicated. Θ may maintain many subclasses of

parameters, so that Θ = 〈Θ1,Θ2, ...,Θk〉. Each subset contains

a different type of model parameter. For example, in a proba-

bilistic graphical model, Θ1 may contain the graph structure, Θ2

parameters associated with the nodes, Θ3 global distributional

parameters, and so on. In this case, the process of associating

an appropriate subset of Θ with each x ∈ X must typically

be implemented as a series of joins: ΘX,1 ← X � Θ1,

ΘX,2 ← X � Θ2, ..., ΘX,k ← X � ΘK . Next, all of

the various ΘX,i’s resulting from these joins are co-grouped—

typically according to an identifier from X . After the co-grouping,

each of the co-groups contains a complete set of parameters for

a data point. Each co-group is used to parameterize and invoke

g(x|.), whose output is then aggregated.

The Value of Declarative Processing. There do exist systems

that can be used to run versions of the join-and-co-group pattern.

For example, a Parameter Server [9], [10] allows workers (who

would implement the function g(x|.) for a specific data object

x) to request a specific subset of the model parameters, which is

then sent to the workers according to those requests. For another

example, dataflow platforms such as Spark [11] and Flink [12]

provide a large number of transformations (maps, reduces, joins,

etc.) that can be used to build a join-and-co-group.

However, none of those systems are declarative. Parameter

Server codes are fast, but the burden to a programmer is high.

Such codes are low-level and intricate. For example, the LightLDA

implementation [13] of a version of the learning algorithm for the

popular LDA model [14] on top of a Parameter Server is between

two and four thousand lines of fairly intricate C++ code [15],

depending on how one counts. The burden on a Spark of Flink

programmer is much lower, but the details of how the underlying

system implements the pattern can have a huge impact on the run-

ning time of the optimization procedure, meaning the difference

between a slow and a fast implementation, or perhaps meaning the

difference between an implementation that crashes and one that

runs to completion. A Spark or Flink programmer must make a

number of difficult decisions on what order to perform operations,

which intermediate results to materialize, which to broadcast, and

how to represent the data. Making the wrong choice can result

in a very slow code, or one that fails, and it is not often obvious

what the right choice is. Further, the fact that Spark and Flink

require a programmer to operate at a higher level of abstraction

than a Parameter Server programmer can actually be a hindrance,

as many of the lower level implementation choices are left to the

platform, which lacks the ability to make the correct choice on a

case-by-case bases, in a cost-based fashion.

Implementing Declarative Join-And-Co-Group. Since realizing

the join-and-co-group pattern is fundamentally a data processing

task, in this paper, we advocate a declarative, database-oriented
approach to solving the problem. We argue that it makes sense

to provide syntax for declaratively specifying a join-and-co-group

computation to a programmer, and we consider the problem of

efficiently implementing SQL-based specifications of join-and-

co-group. We consider in detail the various logical and physical

implementation choices available to a system that is tasked with

actually executing a declarative join-and-co-group specification.

For example, g is typically idempotent, in the sense that once g
has been parameterized on Θx, it can be run many times with

different values of x that use the same set of parameters. If

g is idempotent, since parameterizing g can be expensive—for

example, requiring a computation such as a matrix inversion—

one can automatically choose to parameterize g once and then

re-use the parameterized g for all x ∈ X having the same

parameterization. For another example of a physical optimization

that may be available, the result of the join-and-co-group can be

huge: perhaps many thousands of times the size of the original

data set, since parts of the model can be associated with many

data items. This means that it is often a necessity to pipeline the

result of the join-and-co-group into the application of g. However,

this pipeline requirement may present a challenge because the co-

group is implemented via a sort/hash: how does one pipeline the

result of a join through a sort or hash operation?

Our Contributions. In the paper, we carefully consider how

a function such as g should be parameterized in the context

of a large-scale optimization or machine learning computation,

specified using a declarative programming language such as SQL.

Most of the paper is concerned with the implementation of such a

parameterization in SimSQL [16], an SQL-based database system

with special facilities for iterative computation. Since SimSQL

is a declarative, SQL-based system, it is possible for the system’s

optimizer to automatically make the choices necessary to optimize

the parameterization.

The specific contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We identify and describe the join-and-co-group pattern

for parameterizing user-defined functions in large-scale

optimization and machine learning applications.

• We carefully describe how the naive implementation of

this pattern, as a series of joins followed by a co-group

that is pipelined into the user-defined function, can have

poor performance.

• We identify two alternative implementations: the local
method where parameterizations may be repeated all over

a compute cluster, and the global method where a unique

parameterization of the function will occur in just one

location.

• We consider the optimization problem of how to choose

between the local and global implementations.

• We show experimentally in the context of several machine

learning applications how our ideas can lead to radical

performance improvements.

2 The Join-And-Co-Group Pattern
In this section, we describe the join-and-co-group pattern in more

detail, as well as the syntax for utilizing the pattern in SimSQL,

which is a parallel database system with special support for

statistical computing. While the syntax to support join-and-co-

group has been available in SimSQL previously [16], the problem

of implementing the pattern efficiently has not been studied

previously, and is the subject of the paper.

2.1 Generic Form
The join-and-co-group-pattern is common in iterative optimization

and machine learning. A diagram depicting the overall flow of an

iterative program for large-scale optimization is given as Figure 1.

Pseudo code for the pattern is given as Figure 2. The pattern is
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Fig. 1: Iterative optimization via the join-and-co-group pattern.

initialize Θ = 〈Θ1,Θ2, ...,Θk〉;
while Θ still changes:

// link params with data points
for i ∈ {1...k}:

ΘX,i ← X �Bi Θi;

// groups params according to data points
G ← co-group (X,ΘX,1,ΘX,2, ...,ΘX,k) on X.id;

// apply UDF to each co-group
for each 〈x,Θx,1,Θx,2, ...,Θx,k〉 in G:

Δx ← g(x|Θx,1,Θx,2, ...,Θx,k);

// and update the model
aggregate all Δx to obtain Δ;
update Θ using Δ;

Fig. 2: Pseudo-code for iterative optimization via the join-and-co-

group pattern.

fairly simple, though one point does bear a bit of explanation:

the co-group operation. This operation takes a list of sets

(X,ΘX,1,ΘX,2, ...,ΘX,k in our case) and partitions each set in

the list according to a key; in our case, this key is the identity

of the tuple from X that joined with each parameter value. This

results in a set of lists of sets, where each list of sets contains all

of the parameters associated with a particular x ∈ X . Once this

set of lists of sets is created via the co-group, the UDF g is applied

to each item from it to produce a local update.

2.2 Realization in SimSQL

A central thesis of this paper is that the join-and-co-group pat-

tern is so central to large-scale optimization that any platform

supporting large-scale machine learning or other, similar pattern

should provide support for join-and-co-group. In this section, we

discuss how, from a programmer’s perspective, join-and-co-group

can be supported. We will subsequently discuss how it might be

supported in a dataflow platform such as Spark.

In SimSQL, the join-and-co-group pattern is realized via a

CREATE TABLE statement with a special FOR EACH comprehen-

sion. In general, this statement takes the following form:

CREATE TABLE tableName (att1, att2, ...) AS
FOR EACH x IN X
WITH temp AS g (
(Subquery to compute Θx,1)
(Subquery to compute Θx,2)
...
(Subquery to compute Θx,k))

Query to assemble Δx from temp

Logically, this code “loops” over all of the tuples in the table

X. For each tuple x in X, a series of parameter tables are computed

via a list of user-specified subqueries. These parameter tables are

then used to parameterize the user-defined function g (called a VG
function in SimSQL). A VG function is a special table function

taking in one or more sets of tuples, and returning a set of tuples.

It is declared as:

CREATE VGFUNCTION g
(dataParam1 type, dataParam2 type, ... |
modelParam1 type, modelParam2 type, ...)

RETURNS
(output1 type, output2 type, ...)

LOAD FROM myFile.so;

Input parameters are divided into model and data parameters. As

mentioned previously, the VG implementation must be idempotent

in the sense that once the VG function is parameterized with

model parameters, it can be re-parameterized with data parameters

and re-used. This idempotency can be taken advantage of by the

system. VG functions are tables functions, returning a set of tuples

corresponding to the output schema. VG functions in SimSQL are

implemented in C++, and loaded dynamically as shared libraries.

One important aspect of VG function parameterizations is that

a VG function does not accept just a single tuple or row as a

parameterization. Indeed, the subqueries that compute Θx,1, Θx,2,

etc. can each return multiple rows. In SimSQL, a VG function

is implemented as a C++ class with a special takeParams
() method. For each tuple in each of the sets Θx,1, Θx,2, ...,
takeParams () is called. This is important, because it allows

quite complex parameterizations.

Likewise, a VG function can produce multiple rows as outputs.

In SimSQL, the VG function has a outputVals () method

that is called multiple times, with each call producing another

record, until a null is returned. Once a VG function has been

parameterized and invoked for a particular x, a final query is used

to assemble one or more output tuples that are inserted into the

table named by tableName. This final query essentially post-

processes the results of the VG function.

2.3 Examples
In this section, we give two examples of the join-and-co-group

pattern, described using the SimSQL syntax.

Gradient Descent. For a simple (and somewhat contrived) ex-

ample of this, imagine that we have a very high-dimensional and

sparse set of feature vectors, and the goal is to learn a regression

model via gradient descent. Data are stored in the following tables:

data (dataID int, response double)
features (dataID int, dimID int, value double)

And the current vector of regression coefficients is:

coefs (dimID int, regCoef double)
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Fig. 3: Naive join-and-co-group for LDA. The entire topics
portion of the model is broadcast to each data point. For a large

model, this is unrealizable.

For each data point x = 〈x1, x2, ..., xd〉 with response y,

the gradient descent algorithm requires that we compute a set of

regression coefficient updates of the form (i,Δi) where the update

to coefficient ri is Δi = xi(−2y +
∑

xjrj). In SimSQL this is:

CREATE TABLE deltas (dimID, value) AS
FOR EACH x IN data

WITH res AS ComputeGrad (
(SELECT x.response)
(SELECT f.dimID, f.value, c.regCoef
FROM features AS f, coefs AS c
WHERE f.dataID = x.dataID AND

f.dimID = c.dimID))
SELECT r.dimID, r.value
FROM res AS r;

This code considers each data point x in sequence. For each, it

selects the response (the first subquery) and the set of (dimID,
value, regCoef) triples relevant to the data point. From

this, xi(−2y +
∑

xjrj) is computed by the ComputeGrad
VG function for each value of i (i is the dimID). The result

is output as a set of (dimID, value) pairs. A subsequent

aggregation over the resulting deltas table will complete the

gradient update.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation. Gradient descent for linear regres-

sion is illustrative first example, but it could be implemented in

SQL, without using the join-and-co-group pattern.

For a more interesting computation that is unrealistic with-

out using the join-and-co-group pattern, consider the task of

implementing a very large LDA model [14] (also known as

latent Dirichlet allocation) over a document corpus using a Gibbs

sampler.

LDA is a ubiquitous Bayesian model, used for mining large

document archives. In LDA, the learned statistical model has

two distinct components: a set of topics, and a set of topic

prevalence. Each topic in an LDA model is a dense vector of

word probabilities, where the kth entry in the vector associated

with topic j gives the probability that an arbitrary word produced

by topic j will correspond to the kth entry in the dictionary. Each

topic prevalence is a dense vector of topic probabilities, where the

jth entry in the topic prevalence vector associated with document

i gives the probability that an arbitrary word in document i was

produced by topic j. 1

topics (topicID int, wordProbs vector[])
topicProbs (docID int, topicProbs vector[])

The data are then stored in the following database table:

docs (docID int, wordCnts vector[])

Here, the kth entry in a given wordCnts vector records the

number of times that dictionary words k appears in the document.

Join-and-co-group in this case requires that we take a cross

product of topics and docs, then join topicProbs and docs

on docID = docID to obtain the topicProbs vector for each

document. The two resulting tables are co-grouped on the identity

of each document, and then the resulting sets are sent into a UDF

that associates each word in the document with a particular topic.

The ultimate result of all of these UDF calls is a set of wordCnts
matrices, where wordCnts[j][k] is the number of times that

topic j produced words k for a given document.

One problem is that for a very large model, computing the

cross product of topics and docs is going to be totally un-

manageable, no matter the implementation of join-and-co-group.

This is depicted in Figure 3; the entire contents of topics
are broadcast to each document. This is problematic because

the topics table can easily be hundreds of gigabytes in size;

consider the realistic case where the dictionary (that is, the set of

words in the corpus) contains ten million symbols, and the goal is

to learn ten thousand topics. The corresponding 100 billion double

precision values stored in the topics table will require at least

800 GB to store. This means that the co-group computed will

contain nearly a TB of data. It is likely impossible to feed this

much data into a UDF.

We can address this be de-normalizing topics and docs
into a set of blocks:

topics (topicID int, wordBlockID int,
wordProbs vector[])

docs (docID int, wordBlockID int,
wordCnts vector[])

Thus, the join-and-co-group can be run on a per-

wordBlockID-basis. The resulting join-and-co-group is imple-

mented in SimSQL as:

1. Note that Gibbs sampling, which we consider here, is the typical way
that an LDA model is learned from a text corpus. Since the “collapsed” LDA
Gibbs sampler first appeared in the journal Science in 2004 [17], it has been
the standard inference algorithm for LDA. Here “collapsed” means that one
or more variables have been integrated out in the derivation of the Gibbs
sampler—in the case of LDA only the assignments of words to topics are
left—which will typically result in an MCMC simulation that converges more
quickly. We choose, however, the non-collapsed sampler here for two reasons.
First, it is more interesting as a benchmark because it is a bit more complicated,
with multiple parameter sets (topic prevalences and word prevalences). Second,
there is the issue of correctness. It is very challenging to parallelize the
collapsed LDA Gibbs sampler correctly because of the complex correlation
structure that the collapsing induces among the updates to the various word-
to-topic-assignments. Most parallel/distributed LDA Gibbs samplers described
in the literature simply ignore these correlations and update the vectors in
parallel, disregarding the effect of the (incorrect) concurrent updates of the
word-to-topic assignment vectors.
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Fig. 4: Join-and-co-group for LDA. In this case, topics is

broken into blocks (subsets of words) so that the entire model

need not be broadcast to each and every document during join-

and-co-group.

CREATE TABLE produced (docID int,
wordBlockID int, produced matrix[][]) AS

FOR EACH d IN docs
WITH res AS AssignTopics (

(SELECT d.wordCnts)
(SELECT tp.topicProbs
FROM topicProbs AS tp
WHERE tp.docID = d.docID)
(SELECT t.topicID, t.wordProbs
FROM topics AS t
WHERE t.wordBlockID = d.wordBlockID))

SELECT d.docID, d.wordBlockID, res.produced
FROM res

The data flow for this implementation is depicted in Figure 4.

The first subquery obtains a sub-block of the word counts associ-

ated with the document identified by docID. The second obtains

the complete set of topic probabilities for that document. And the

third obtains the complete set of word probabilities for each topic,

for the sub-block of words in question. The AssignTopics
UDF then uses those model parameters to assign words to topics,

as encoded by the produced matrix. Specifically, the kth column

of the produced matrix is sampled from a Multinomial distribu-

tion: produced[∗][k] ∼ Multinomial(π,wordCnts[k]),

with the jth entry in the probability vector π proportional to

topicProbs[j]× wordProbs[k]

for the wordProbs associated with topic j.

3 Implementation
Building an efficient implementation of the join-and-co-group

pattern can be a challenge. In this section, we consider three

different implementations of the join-and-co-group pattern, which

we call naive, local, and global. Our focus here is building

join-and-co-group into a system providing a declarative, domain

specific language such as SQL that makes it possible to perform

some analysis and re-writing of the computation. In a subsequent

Seed

UDF ( )

Aggregation

B1 B2 Bk

sort / hash

merge
co-group

Seed

Fig. 5: A template plan depicting the join-and-co-group pattern in

a general setting.

section of the paper, we consider implementation on a dataflow

platform such as Spark.

3.1 Naive Implementation
A schematic for the most straightforward implementation of the

join-and-co-group pattern is depicted above in Figure 5. Though

we call the straightforward implementation the “naive” implemen-

tation, it is actually quite intricate, and offers many opportunities

for optimization, as we will describe in detail subsequently. The

steps involved in the naive implementation are as follows:

Step 1: Seeding. The data set X is first “seeded”. Seeding here

refers to the process of appending each data item from the set

X with a unique identifier. Seeding is necessary because the

subsequent set of joins depicted in Figure 5 will associate each

data item x ∈ X with a set of parameter sets Θx,1,Θx,2, ....
The joins Θ1 � X , Θ2 � X , ... that are used to compute

those parameter sets can produce an arbitrary data ordering and/or

partitioning in a distributed system. Appending each parameter

θ ∈ Θi � X with the seed value from the x ∈ X that produced θ
ensures all parameters can subsequently be co-grouped in such a

way that each θ in a parameter set can be associated with the data

item x that was used to compute it.

To implement seeding in a distributed and/or parallel system,

each compute core is given a unique identifier, which is then

concatenated with a counter maintained by the compute core to

produce a unique seed.

Step 2: Preparing parameters. After seeding, the seeded data

set X is joined with each parameter set Θ1,Θ2, ... to produce,

for each data item, its own parameter set. This step effectively

associates the relevant subset of the parameter set with each data

point. In the most general case, each join is pipelined into a

projection operation that contains an arbitrary computation whose

task is to compute the final, prepared parameter. But regardless of

this computation, each of the parameters produced by the set of

joins should be appended with the seed value from the data item

x ∈ X used to compute the parameter.

Step 3: Co-group. After joining, all parameters as well as

the data set X are co-grouped, using a sort- or a hash-based

algorithm. That is, each of the sets Θ1 � X , Θ2 � X , ...,
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Θk � X is partitioned into a set of subsets {Θx1,1,Θx2,1, ...},

{Θx1,2,Θx2,2, ...}, ..., {Θx1,k,Θx2,k, ...} where the group-

ing happens in such a way that each parameter in a subset

Θxi,j has xi’s seed. These partitions are then re-organized

into a set of lists of the form {〈Θx1,1,Θx1,2, ..., Θx1,k〉,
〈Θx2,1,Θx2,2, ...,Θx2,k〉, ...} via a merge, which completes the

co-group.

Step 4: UDF invocation. Next, for each data item x, the user-

defined function g() at the core of the join-and-co-group is first

parameterized with 〈Θx,1,Θx,2, ...,Θx,k〉, and then evaluated

with x. g() can then produce zero or more outputs per input co-

group.

Step 5: Final output assembly. Finally, depending on the partic-

ular computation, it may be necessary to append each data item

output by g() with information computed using the data set X .

This is implemented via a final join between the output of g() and

the seed, performed at the end of the join-and-co-group.

While this is the basic outline of the naive implementation, we

have found that there are several implementation details that can

make the difference between a running time that is unacceptably

long, and one that is very fast. We consider the most important

details now.

First and foremost is the need, if at all possible, to avoid a sort

or hash (or, more generically in a distributed system, a “shuffle”)

of any of the data sets taken as input into the co-group. In fact, our

naive implementation of the join-and-co-group on SimSQL never
shuffles the input data set X to implement the co-group. This is

possible since the co-group requires partitioning/ordering each of

Θ1 � X , Θ2 � X , ..., Θk � X and partitioning X based upon

the seed value—each unique seed value then defines a group.

Along the same lines, the join at the top of the join-and-co-

group, where one or more attribute values from X are attached to

the data items output from the user-defined function g(), can be

implemented as a simple and inexpensive merge without a sort or

a hash, since X is already ordered based upon the seed value, and

by definition, so are the outputs from the user-defined function

calls.

Most importantly, each of Θ1 � X , Θ2 � X , ..., Θk � X
can be huge. This makes it imperative to avoid materialization of

the join result, if at all possible. It is not uncommon to attach an

entire statistical model that is kilobytes or even megabytes in size

to each and every data point in X , which can produce a huge join

output.

To handle this, assuming that X is distributed around a com-

pute cluster, our prototype implementation aggressively attempts

to implement each of those joins as so-called scan joins, where

complete copies of Θ1, Θ2, ... are broadcast around the compute

cluster, and a local copy is maintained at each machine. If the

local copy can be stored in RAM, then the local subset of X can

be scanned and joined in-RAM with the cached, local copy of each

Θi. There are two benefits to this. First, the result of the join will

already be ordered on the seed, assuming that X is already ordered

on the seed. Hence, the co-group of Θi � X is costless. Second,

the result of the join can be pipelined directly into the UDF g(),
without ever being materialized and written to secondary storage.

3.2 Local Implementation
The naive implementation has one obvious problem: it does not

make use of the idempotency of g(x|Θx). That is, if a large

number of data points x1, x2, ... all share the same parameter

set Θ, one can first parameterize the UDF with Θ, and then use

the same, parameterized UDF to compute g(x1|Θ), g(x2|Θ), and

so on. For some, almost-trivial computations (for example, linear

regression via gradient descent), the parameterization of g(.) is

essentially costless. For other computations, parameterization of

g(.) can require, for example, expensive matrix computations

involving the items in Θ. In this case, it makes sense to re-use

the parameterization, if at all possible.

This brings us to the so-called “local” implementation. In the

local implementation, the locally-parameterized UDF is saved, and

re-used across invocations whenever possible—hence the name

“local”.

At the highest level, this re-using is accomplished by caching

all of the parameterized UDFs that have been computed at a

particular compute node. If and when too much RAM is consumed

by those cached UDFs, UDFs can be evicted from the cache using

a standard cache replacement policy, such as LRU. While this idea

is quite simple, there are a few important details to consider.

Determining Re-use Opportunities. One key question is: How

do we recognize when a cached UDF can be re-used for a partic-

ular UDF invocation g(x|Θx)? That is, we must determine when

two tuples x1, x2 ∈ X must have the same set of parameters.

Assuming an SQL-based system with an extended SQL syntax as

described in the previous section, we can do this by making a few

changes to the query compiler and optimizer.

First, during compilation of the SQL and transformation into

an algebraic representation, the query compiler determines all

of the attributes from X that are referenced during the set of

joins Θ1 �B1 X , Θ2 �B2 X , and so on, and which provide

input to the UDF’s so-called “model parameters”. Call this set

of attributes AΘ. Two tuples x1, x2 ∈ X will have exactly the

same parameterization if and only if, ∀a ∈ AΘ, x1.a = x2.a. In

classical database theory, all of the model parameter attributes will

have a so-called “multi-valued dependency” on the set AΘ [18].

For example, consider LDA’s CREATE TABLE produced
from Section 2.3 of the paper. The AssignTopics UDF has the

input schema:

AssignTopics (wordCounts vector[] |
topicProbs vector[], topicID int,
wordProbs vector[])

so topicProbs, topicID, and wordProbs are the model

parameters. In this case, X is the set docs, and AΘ will

contain the attributes docID and wordBlockID. Thus, two

tuples from docs will have the same parameterization if and

only if x1.docID = x2.docID and x1.wordBlockID =
x2.wordBlockID.

Once AΘ has been determined, the query compiler/opti-

mizer must make sure not to project away those attributes

(docs.docID and docs.wordBlockID in our LDA example)

after seeding X . Then, during the parameterization of the UDF,

when a new tuple x ∈ X is processed, the first thing is to hash

all attributes in AΘ to determine whether we have an already-

parameterized UDF that can be used. In this case, the already-

parameterized UDF is used, and any model parameters that have

been computed for x can be discarded.

Further Optimizations. In the local implementation, it is de-

sirable to do even better, and avoid computing those parameters

altogether. If, before we perform the scan join, we first check
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for a particular x ∈ X whether we can use a previously-

parameterized UDF for x, then if we find that we can use a

previously-parameterized UDF, we can avoid pushing x through

any scan joins that produce model parameters. In this way, for an

x that can make use of a previously-parameterized UDF, we do

not even compute the set of model parameters for x. This can save

a considerable amount of computation.

3.3 Global Implementation
The local implementation strives to re-use parameterized UDFs, in

order to avoid parameterizations whenever possible. If applicable,

it is going to be an excellent option.

Limitation of the Local Implementation. However, the local

implementation has a key weakness that it inherits from the naive

implementation: there will often be cases where it is not possible

to store all of a parameter set Θi in RAM. In Section 2 we outlined

the realistic case where information about the current topics in

an LDA implementation can be near one TB in size. In such a

case, there is no way to avoid running the complete join X �

Θi and then re-ordering the join output based upon the seed in

order to perform the co-grouping. And the join output can be as

enormous as PBs in size, which makes materialization and re-

ordering impossible.

The Global Implementation. The global implementation avoids

this by first identifying, through standard query optimization

techniques, a potentially very large parameterization if it exists;

docs � topics in the case of LDA. Efficiently handling this

parameterization is the target of the global implementation.

Just as in any distributed join algorithm for two large input

sets, the set of parameters Θi input into this parameterization

(topics in this case) is partitioned around the compute cluster

based upon the join key (wordBlockID in this case), and

hashed/sorted on each local machine using that key. The data table

X is then also partitioned around the cluster in the same way, so

that the join X � Θi can be run by merging the local, already-

sorted/hashed subsets of X and Θi.

This looks a lot like a standard, distributed join algorithm. But

a key requirement here is that we must avoid the need to re-order—

or to even materialize—X � Θi to implement the subsequent

co-group. The output of X � Θi must be pipelined directly into

the merge that implements the co-group, so that the UDF can

be parameterized with the join results as they are created. This

presents a problem, because the join results are ordered based on

the join key (wordBlockID in our example) and the co-group

requires an ordering based on the seed.

Fortunately, it is possible to avoid the re-order by incorporating

the join key (wordBlockID in our example) into the seed value

generation, so that the result of the join is already ordered on the

seed value. This is possible because the seed is an arbitrary value,

used only to link parameters back to the data object that was used

to generate the parameter set, and as long as it is unique, it can be

generated using any arbitrary algorithm. Imagine that the seed is

a 16-byte value. We could use the upper-order eight bytes of the

seed to store a hash of the wordBlockID, while the lower-order

eight bytes are generated in such a way as to be unique for each

seeded x ∈ X—the first four uniquely encode the compute core

at which the seeding is taking place, and the last four bytes count

the tuples seeded at the compute core.

Assume that we compute X � Θi by (1) partitioning X across

machines by hashing wordBlockID, (2) diving by the number

of machines to determine the identifier of the machine that each

x ∈ X will be mapped to, and then (3) sorting the local portion

of X at each machine by this hash. If seeds are generated as

described above, we can obtain a functionally equivalent ordering

by instead diving the seed rather than the join key by the number

of machines, and then sorting locally the seed. The resulting sorted

and hashed X can then be merged with Θi, which has been hashed

and sorted using the join key. But now, the output of the merge

will already be ordered by the seed. This means that the output of

the merge can be pipelined directly into the merge that implements

the co-group, without any shuffling or re-ordering, and we avoid

ever materializing X � Θi.

Limitations of the Global Implementation. There are a few

limitations of this approach worth mentioning.

First, in the case where a copy of each and every parameter

set Θi can be stored in RAM locally at each machine, the local

implementation will likely be far faster. Global performs a full

shuffle of the data X as well as a parameter set. This should be

avoided if at all possible. But if a parameter set is large, it will

make a lot of sense.

Second, it is unclear how to make global work in the case

where there are multiple joins that produce very large parame-

terizations from multiple parameter sets, where each join uses a

different key. Global relies on creating the seed in such a way that

the join key ordering and the seed ordering are one-and-the-same.

It is unclear how this can be accomplished for two different join

keys.

4 Optimization
It is unlikely that a well-designed local implementation of the join-

and-co-group pattern is going to be outperformed by the naive

implementation. The big difference between the two implemen-

tations is that local stores and re-uses UDF parameterizations

in RAM, saving the CPU time associated both with computing

the parameterization, and the system cost of moving data from

the system and into the UDF. In the worst case, where there is

no RAM available to save the parameterized UDF, local can be

designed to effectively default to naive. No parameterized UDFs

are saved, and so each and every UDF invocation must result

in a re-parameterization. Our experiments will demonstrate the

superiority of local over naive.

However, the question of when to use global remains. Global

partitions the model—so there is one global copy—and moves the

data to the model. This is potentially a terrible approach, requiring

a re-partitioning of the entire data set, which may be debilitating.

On the other hand, global is potentially the only possible way to

run the computation if the model is large.

Fortunately, it is possible to make this choice automatically,

with at least a bit of accuracy, using a cost-based query optimizer.

The key question is whether the joins Θ1 � X , Θ2 � X , ... used

to compute the parameterization of the model for each data point

can guarantee that their output will be partitioned across machines

and ordered by the seed value. If this is the case, then the co-

group becomes computationally easy—requiring only a (typically

pipelined) local merge of the output of each Θ1 � X , Θ2 � X ,

..., and local is going to be the preferred method since the result

of the merge can be pipelined directly into the UDF invocation.

An individual join Θi �Bi X is going to be ordered on the

seed if the join does not require a re-ordering/re-partitioning of X .

Recall that seeds are unique values, generated and associated with
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tuples in X as X is pipelined into the join-and-co-group. X will

come out of the join Θi �Bi
X still ordered on the seed, in two

different cases:

1) If X happens to be ordered on the join key encoded by

the predicate Bi, so that the join Θi �Bi X can be

implemented by partitioning and ordering Θi on the join

key, and then merging the two tables.

2) If Θi is small enough that a copy of it can be maintained

at each node in the system, and so the join Θi �Bi X
can be implemented by pipelining the local portion of X
into a join with the local copy of Θi.

Case (1) can be recognized during planning by making use

of the “interesting sort order” information that has classically

been maintained by query optimizers for decades [19]. For a join

Θi � X that does not conform to case (1), the optimizer must

estimate the size of Θi—which is easy if Θi is materialized on

disk, and possibly difficult if it is itself the result of a complicated

computation—and add up the size of each non-conforming Θi. If

it is possible to buffer all of those in RAM, then local should be

run. Otherwise, global should be chosen.

5 On a Dataflow Platform
In this section, we consider the implementation of the join-and-co-

group pattern on Apache Spark [11], which is a dataflow platform.

While the previous few sections went into great detail considering

how join-and-co-group could be implemented within a parallel

database system, our focus in this section is how join-and-co-

group could be implemented as an API on top of a data flow

platform such as Spark.

5.1 Key Design Considerations
Programmatic API. For ease of use, the join-and-co-group pat-

tern is implemented as a Scala API function joinNCoGroup.

The model and data are provided as RDDs, and the inter-

face is general enough to support the various machine learn-

ing computations described in the experimental section of the

paper. For the naive version of the joinNCoGroup function,

a curried function with signature g : Model => Data =>
Iterable[Delta] is accepted as input. This function takes as

input the model, producing a parameterized model that can then

accept the data.

To implement the local and global approach, a slightly differ-

ent API is required. Rather than the user applying a single curried

UDF, we instead used two functions. The signatures of these

functions are g1: Model => Object and g2: (Object,
Data) => Iterable[Delta]. The function g1 takes as an

input the Model and creates a temporary object. This temporary

object, when given to g2 produces the same result as one would

obtain by computing g(Model, Data) directly. This extension

is required because Spark treats the UDF as a black box and

depends on Scala for partial-application; it is unclear how to

realize the two-step application under Spark. One could imagine

applying Spark’s map transformation on an RDD storing the

model, performing a partial application: Model => (Data =>
Iterable[Delta]), and then joining the result with the data.

Though this approach will produce correct results, in practice it

would be impossible to realize the performance benefits of the

local approach compared to naive. This is because the partial

application: Model => (Data => Iterable[Delta]) is

a syntactic sugar that simply stitches the Model and the function

g together and only evaluates them when Data is provided.

Representing the data X and the model Θ. Another consid-

eration is how to represent data. In SimSQL, it is possible to

implement mathematical programs using mathematical objects

like vectors and matrices. Unlike SimSQL, Spark does not treat

such objects as first-class citizens. Hence, instead of tables of

vectors/matrices, the user is expected to implement the Model
and the Data trait/interfaces himself or herself and provide the

input as RDD[Model] and RDD[Data] respectively. To reduce

the impact of serialization overhead, we use native Java arrays to

implement both Model and Data objects.

We also explored implementing the data and model as

DataFrame rather than RDD, but ran into several issues. Since

Spark 2.0 discontinued support for user defined types, we stored

both Model and Data as serialized objects. This has no additional

overhead when the model and data to be joined are on different

executors. However, if both model and data are on the same

executor, we pay the additional penalty of serialization and dese-

rialization. Also, since SparkSQL does not natively support linear

algebra, the Catalyst optimizer [20] is unable to infer the statistics

of intermediate results and hence choses a suboptimal plan for

the join operation. By adding linear algebra extensions and

incorporating the optimization strategies discussed in the section 4

into the Catalyst optimizer, the join-and-co-group pattern could be

supported directly by the DataFrame.

Type of “join”. For models like linear regression and Gaussian

mixture models, the map-side join outperformed alternative join

implementations, such as Sort-Merge-Join (using SparkSQL),

RDD’s join API and Cartesian-Product followed by filter. This

is because the size of the model for linear regression and Gaussian

mixture models is relatively small and can easily fit into the

broadcast budget of our executors.

For LDA with 1250 topics, the resultant model fit into the

broadcast memory and hence the map-side join outperformed

alternative join implementations. We noticed that the output par-

tition of UDF invocation (i.e. step 4 below) for LDA was much

larger than the input partition. As an example, an average task

took as an input partition of size 2.4 MB and generated an output

partition of size 170 MB. This imbalance caused the executor

JVM to thrash and we had to repartition the RDD before UDF

invocation to avoid thrashing. Also, we increased the broadcast

budget on each executor, reduced the storage memory fraction

and removed any unnecessary persist() calls. We validated

through Spark UI that RDDs that were persisted were never

evicted to the disk.

However, for LDA with 5000 topics, the resultant model was

of size 40 GB. Since the model was too large to broadcast or even

fit into the driver memory, the map-side join failed. Both the Sort-

Merge-Join (using SparkSQL) and Cartesian-Product followed by

filter were too slow and we killed the job after 24 hours. Then,

we tried to run LDA local implementation (described later) using

RDD’s join API, which successfully joined the data and the

model. In step 5 (described below), we apply reduceByKey to

the output of the join. Spark uses ExternalAppendOnlyMap
data structure to perform reduceByKey, which throws ‘GC

overhead error’ due to huge amount of data. Moreover, as our

LDA global implementation on Spark is based on customized

model and data partitioning, joining the repartitioned model

and data fails due to the 2GB frame size limit in Spark’s

TransportFrameDecoder class.
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5.2 Naive implementation
Some key details of our naive implementation of

joinNCoGroup are as follows.

Step 1: Seeding. The seeding of the data RDD is implemented

using zipWithIndex API, which associates the seed with each

data item. If the RDD has more than one partition (which is the

case in our experiments), then this method triggers a Spark job.

Step 2: Preparing the parameters. After seeding, we compute

the hash for every model and data item using the user-defined func-

tions model_hash: Model => Long and data_hash:
Data => Long. The RDD obtained after seeding the model is

then collected to the driver node as an Array. This Array data

structure is then sent to all nodes using Spark’s broadcast API.

The implicit assumption of this approach is that the collection of

all the Model objects requires less than half of the driver memory

budget. This assumption holds for many machine learning models,

but not for those where the learned model is very large. For larger

models, one should use global approach.

Step 3: Join-and-Co-Group. We perform a map-side join using

below Spark code:

val model = sc.broadcast(modelRDD.collect)
val joinedModelData = dataRDD.flatMap(

d => model.filter(m => m.id == d.id)
.map(m => d.id, m.model, d.data))

A map-side join ensures that the data RDD is not shuffled and

is always processed locally. Though a map-side join may fail on

a very large input (a large model, for example), a large model is

better handled via the global implementation.

Step 4: UDF Invocation. The above step outputs RDD[ID,
Model, Data]. We apply a map transformation on this RDD

where we apply the function g to each value of the given RDD. We

also output the ID, as well as the data item along with the output

of the g function (type Iterable [Delta]). It is important to

note that Spark is able to pipeline Step 3 and Step 4 into single

stage, thereby reducing the amount of data shuffled across the

cluster.

Step 5: Output assembly. The output assembly is done by

using RDD’s reduceByKey API. We aggregate the Delta
associated with each data item and then perform aggregation using

the user-defined function (Iterable[Delta], Data) =>
Output. Spark introduces an implicit combiner to aggregate the

Delta values across the cluster. This helps in network communi-

cation by batching the Delta available in a given node together.

As opposed to the groupByKey API, the reduceByKey API

also avoids Out-Of-Memory errors which could occur in case of

improper load balancing of reducers.

5.3 Local implementation
As intimated above, the local implementation takes as an input

two user-defined functions g1: Model => Object and g2:
(Object, Data) => Iterable[Delta] instead of a sin-

gle g function. Unlike the naive implementation, after seeding we

apply a map transformation using function g1 and then prepare

the parameter and perform join-and-co-group similar to the naive

implementation. However, we only apply g2 in UDF invocation

step after the join. Assuming the number of datapoints is nd and

number of models is nm and time to process g1 is tg1, then we

save (nd − nm) × tg1 time units using the local implementation

as opposed to naive implementation.

5.4 Global implementation

The global implementation is similar to the local implementa-

tion, except for two key differences. First, while preparing the

parameters, both the model and data are partitioned using custom

partitioner, which assigns the partition id using the formula: hash
mode numPartitions, where hash is computed using the

user-defined functions model_hash and data_hash respec-

tively instead of using Java Object’s hashCode. As an example, in

LDA, both model_hash and data_hash output a word block

identifier. Hence, after using the above mentioned partitioner,

the model and data items corresponding to a given word block

identifier are co-located on the same node. To ensure that this

partitioning is not lost, we apply persist to the RDD using

the MEMORY_AND_DISK storage level. Second, instead of using

map-side join, we use RDD’s join API. This API first co-groups

the two RDDs based on their keys and then performs a sort-based

join. Since the model and data are already partitioned, no model

or data item is shuffled over network while performing the sort,

instead Spark performs a disk-based sort.

The key drawback of this approach is that degree of parallelism

available to Spark is bounded by the cardinality of the hash

functions. Since the hash functions are also treated as black-

box, no inference about the cardinality of the hash functions

can be made. If Spark SQL’s UDF framework (and similarly

RDD’s join API) is extended to infer the cardinality of UDFs,

Catalyst can be extended to choose the global implementation

for a given machine learning workload instead of naive or local

implementation.

6 Experiments

In this section, we benchmark our declarative implementation

of the join-and-co-group pattern on top of SimSQL—a parallel

relational database system. We also try to implement several

applications of join-and-co-group on top of Spark, a popular

dataflow platform.

Experimental goals. There are two major goals of our benchmark

efforts. First, we wish to test the efficacy of the three different

methods for implementing join-and-co-group: naive, local, and

global.

Second, we wish to see if there is value to the fully declarative

approach compared to an implementation on top of a dataflow

system. Specifically, in the introduction to the paper, we asserted

that it can be difficult to make a complicated computation such as

join-and-co-group work (and work efficiently) on top of a dataflow

system for two reasons. First, implementing join-and-co-group on

a dataflow system requires a large number of difficult decisions

on order of operations (maps, reduces, joins, etc.), data material-

ization and broadcast, and data representation. Second, even if the

programmer can make the right choices, a dataflow system may

not give a programmer enough control over low-level decisions to

easily make the implementation efficient. If a dataflow-based join-

and-co-group is more efficient than a declarative implementation,

the declarative implementation may have value if it is simpler.
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If the dataflow-based join-and-co-group is not more efficient, it

provides even stronger evidence for the declarative approach.2

6.1 Machine Learning Tasks
We considered three different distributed machine learning tasks

over relatively large data sets in our experiments.

Linear regression. The data set that we used consisted of

4,135,219 Wikipedia documents. We use the 10,000 most common

words in the corpus to create a feature vector. The ith entry

in feature vector x is the value of a log-likelihood (LLR) ratio

statistic [21] measuring the difference between the number of

occurrences of the ith word in the dictionary, and the number

of expected occurrences in the associated document. Let n be the

total number of word occurrences in the corpus, m be the number

of words in the current document, ni be the number of occurrences

of the ith dictionary word in the corpus, and mi be the number

of occurrences of this word in the document. So the frequency

of word i in the corpus is pi = ni/n and the frequency in the

document is p′i = mi/m. Then:

xi =mi(log pi − log p′i) + (m− ni)[log(1− pi)− log(1− p′i)]

Using feature vectors constructed in this way is challenging

because the vectors are dense; each vector consists of 10,000

doubles, meaning the entire corpus is 330GB of dense feature

vectors. The task is to learn a model (using gradient descent) to

predict the last edit date of the document. This task is notable

because of its simplicity, and the need to move a very large amount

of data through the system quickly.

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) imputation. We again use

the Wikipedia data set to extract 100 million 5-grams, using a

10,000 word dictionary. Each 5-gram can be treated as a point in a

5×10, 000 dimensional space. We use a random projection [22] to

map these points to a 100-dimensional space, and then censor 50%

of the entries in each 100-dimensional vector. The resulting data

set is then represented as a set of 100 million records containing

two, 100-dimensional vectors (160GB total). The first vector is the

point, the second is the censored dimensions. The task is to use a

MCMC algorithm to simultaneously impute the missing data, and

cluster the data points. See [23] for a description of the statistical

model and algorithm. This task is notable because parameterizing

the model requires a linear algebra calculation that can be re-used

across many different data points.

Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). For this task, we learned

an LDA model over the 4,135,219 Wikipedia documents using

a non-collapsed Gibbs sampler. However, we used a very large

dictionary size (one million words) and a large model size (1,250

topics) and an even larger size (10,000 topics). Thus, storing the

complete model—a matrix of word probabilities for each topic—

requires 8 × 1, 250 × 106 = 10GB for the smaller model, and

80GB for the larger model. Using the implementation outlined

2. It is worth noting that we do not experimentally compare the special-
purpose, distributed LDA implementations mentioned in the related work
section of the paper (typically in C++ or Java) with our SimSQL-based,
declarative LDA implementation. The reason is that a hand-coded, C++ version
would undoubtedly be faster, in the same way that a C++ implementation of
a database table scan is undoubtedly faster than an SQL database. But that
would be an uninformative and potentially misleading comparison. Our goal
is to provide a highly-performant, high-level, declarative interface to join-and-
co-group that makes coding the pattern simple and flexible; the goal is not to
provide the fastest implementation of join-and-co-group possible.

earlier in the paper, we used 100 word blocks (of 10,000 dictionary

entries each) to store each document. Empty word blocks were not

stored. The total data set size was approximately 450GB. Note that

as described earlier in the paper, we implement a non-collapsed

Gibbs sampler as more interesting, theoretically justified—and

difficult—example, which is different from most of the parallel

LDA samplers described in the literature [24], [25], [13].

6.2 Join-and-Co-Group Specifics

Linear regression. Linear regression is a very simple computa-

tion. In the join-and-co-group, X is the set of data points, and there

is only one parameter “set” Θ1, consisting of the single regression

vector. Hence, the join Θ1 �true X is a simple cross product.

Both GMM imputation and LDA are rather complex computations

and require multiple join-and-co-groups to implement, and so in

our experiments, we focused on one particular join-and-co-group

for each:

GMM imputation. For GMM imputation, we considered the

imputation step, which samples estimated values for each missing

value in a data point, using the mean and covariance of the

Gaussian distribution that point has been assigned to, conditioned

on the observed dimensions. Specifically, the missing dimensions

of each data point are sampled based on the mean and the

covariance of the Gaussian distribution that data point has been

assigned to. Therefore, the data points and the model parameters

need to be joined based on the Gaussian identifiers, and data points

assigned to one Gaussian can be handled as one co-group. In the

join-and-co-group pattern, X consists of (1) the identifier for a

data point, and (2) the current assignment of a data point to a

cluster. Θ1 consists of the two vectors for each data point, and Θ2

is the Gaussian model parameters (means and covariances for each

cluster). Therefore, Θ1 �B1
X represents the data input joined on

the data id, and Θ2 �B2
X the model input joined on the identity

of assigned Gaussian distribution that produced the data point.

An example SQL code used in our experiment is shown below.

CREATE TABLE data_imp[i](data_id, point) AS
FOR EACH d IN membership[i-1]
WITH cn AS ConditionalNormal (

(SELECT m.mean, m.covariance
FROM model[i] AS m
WHERE m.cluster_id = d.cluster_id),

(SELECT dd.point
FROM data as dd
WHERE dd.data_id = d.data_id))

SELECT d.data_id, cn.out_data
FROM cn;

The list of join-and-co-groups in GMM imputation includes

the join-and-co-group that brings all the data points and all the

model parameters together to generate the identifier of assigned

Gaussian distribution that produced each data point and the join-

and-co-group above that imputes the missing values in each data

point.

LDA. As described previously, we benchmark the LDA imple-

mentation described earlier in the paper. We de-normalize all

the wordProbs by wordBlockID. For every word in a word

block, the join-and-co-group that we evaluate takes in wordCnts
and topicProbs as data parameters, wordProbs as model

parameter, and outputs possible topicIDs that have generated
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Operation Naive Local Global

Linear Reg. 00:05:05 00:04:17 04:22:01

GMM 00:55:03 00:16:24 01:32:24

LDA (Small Model) Fail Fail 01:10:19

LDA (Large Model) Fail Fail 05:33:13

Fig. 6: Total join-and-co-group time for parallel database system.

Format is HH:MM:SS.

that word (the AssignTopics UDF introduced in Section 3.2

of the paper). Here, X and Θ1 stand for the de-normalized

docs, Θ2 the topicProbs of documents and Θ3 the de-

normalized wordProbs. Θ1 �B1
X therefore gives the data

input, Θ2 �B2
X gives the per-document topic distribution

and Θ3 �B3
X gives the per-topic word distribution joined

on wordBlockID, serving as the model input. The join-and-

co-groups in LDA include the one that initially generates the

underlying topics of words using one universal per-topic word

distribution as well as the aforementioned join-and-co-group that

generates the underlying topic for each occurrence of the words in

each document in later iterations.

6.3 Parallel Database Results
For the database experiments, ten Amazon EC2 m2.4xlarge
machines were used, each with 68.4 gigabytes of RAM. All

SimSQL UDFs were written in C++ using the GNU Scientific

Library.

Results (wall clock run times) are shown in Figure 6. For LDA,

both naive and local crash due to insufficient memory (indicated

by “Fail” in the figure).

We also show the breakdown of each total runtime into a series

of pipelines in Figures 7 and 8. For example, consider Figure 8,

which shows how the global implementation is broken down into

a series of computational steps by SimSQL. Seeding is performed

as a distributed scan and write of the input document set X . The

join of X with Θ1, which attaches the seed to each word block,

and the join of X with Θ2, which attaches the topic distribution

to each word block, are performed as distributed merge joins. The

join of Θ3 and X , which adds the per-topic word distribution to

each document, is pipelined into a distributed shuffle/sort of all of

these results, on the seed value. Then, a fifth operation performs a

distributed merge, whose results are pipelined into the UDF, and

then into the join.

6.4 Spark Results
We spent a lot of time tuning Spark, and in the end, we built

successful implementations of several of the join-and-co-group

instances. Specifically, we attempted—and were successful—at

building Spark implementations of join-and-co-group for logis-

tic regression (local) and GMM imputation (local). We did not

attempt global implementations of these algorithms, because our

declarative implementations showed that the local implementa-

tions for both were clearly superior. We also successfully built a

LDA local implementation for the smaller, 1,250 topic model. This

implementation failed on the larger, 10,000 topic model, despite

approximately one person-month of effort by two experienced

Spark programmers. Likewise, we were unable to implement a

working global join-and-co-group for either LDA problem. All

tests were run on a cluster with the same configuration as the

cluster used for SimSQL. The results are shown in Figure 10.

Fig. 7: Breakdown of SimSQL execution time; GMM. The im-

plementation constructs three pipelines for naive/local. Four are

constructed for global (at right).

UDF

Seed

X

Fig. 8: Breakdown of SimSQL execution time; LDA (larger

model). The implementation constructs five pipelines. Both

naive/local fail.

6.5 Discussion
As one might expect, there is little difference between naive and

local for linear regression. Recall that local re-uses the parameter-

ized UDF. There is little cost associated with local processing of

the parameters in a regression model learned via gradient descent,

and so there is little advantage to local.

However, the advantage in GMM learning is significant. Pro-

cessing the GMM model requires expensive matrix calculations

that can be re-used across data points. As a result, we see

nearly a 3.4× speedup for GMM local compared to GMM naive

on SimSQL. Given that there is typically little additional cost

associated with local compared to naive, any industrial-strength

implementation of join-and-co-group should start with the local

implementation.

LDA can only be run using global. The problem, as expected,

is that the LDA model itself is many gigabytes in size. The join of

the model with the data cannot be pipelined directly into the UDF

application due to model size. But running a fully distributed join

of the model with the data results in a data set that is petabytes in

size. The only option is to run global: partition a single copy of

the model globally, and then move the data to the relevant portion

of the model.

For smaller models, as expected, global is a terrible option.
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For a simple model such as linear regression, it takes 60× as long

to run global compared to local (on SimSQL). It is interesting

that the problem with global is made worse with simpler models,

because global works by bringing the data to the model. If the

model is simple, consisting of only one component (as in linear

regression) then that component is by definition mapped to one
worker–destroying any opportunity for parallelism.

One could perhaps imagine a scheme that gracefully transi-

tions between local and global. For very large models, a full

global implementation is used. For smaller and simpler models,

local is run. For models of intermediate complexity, enough copies

of the model are sent around the cluster that all available CPU

cores are used to run the UDF. Such an implementation would

be challenging, however, because it is unclear how to make

such decisions at runtime, and it would be difficult to predict at

compilation/optimization time the number of copies to distribute.

Comparison with MLlib. Since we implemented LDA using non-

collapsed Gibbs Sampling, and MLlib uses variational inference, it

is not possible to compare our approach with MLlib. Also, MLlib

does not provide a usable GMM imputation module. We compared

the Spark join-and-cogroup local implementation with MLlib’s

Linear Regression with minibatch fraction set to 1 as they both are

functionally equivalent. We found that our local implementation (3

minutes per iteration) performed significantly faster than MLlib (7

minutes per iteration) for the above mentioned experimental setup.

This is because MLlib uses the PartitionwiseSampledRDD for the

input dataset, whereas our approach uses the MapPartitionsRDD in

our join-and-cogroup implementation. Though PartitionwiseSam-

pledRDD reduces the size of data to be shuffled per iteration, the

median task time as well as the garbage collection time reported

by the Spark UI is much higher (10x). This is a performance bug in

PartitionwiseSampledRDD rather than MLlib which can be fixed

by modifying its compute method to return the original iterator

rather than sampled iterator.

Challenges of Join-And-Co-Group On Spark. Despite a lot

of effort, and a high-level of expertise in Spark, we had some

difficulty getting join-and-co-group to run effectively on Spark,

particularly in the case of LDA.

That said, we did have some moderate success getting LDA

local to work on the smaller model, whereas our declarative

implementation of LDA local failed. The declarative, SimSQL im-

plementation of LDA local was not successful because SimSQL’s

scan join implementation (which Spark would call a broadcast

join) requires a separate copy of the broadcast table for each

processor. Since the size of the smaller model is approximately

10GB, the 8 cores on each machine required 80GB of RAM,

which the machines tested did not have, and so SimSQL failed.

With Spark, however, with 1,250 topics, the 10GB model is

shared by all processors and hence it could fit into the broadcast

memory. This makes a map-side join feasible. However, we had

a difficult time achieving reasonable performance. We noticed

that the output partition of UDF invocation for LDA was much

larger than the input partition. As an example, an average task

took as an input partition of size 2.4MB and generated an output

partition of size 170MB. This imbalance caused the executor

JVM to thrash, and we had to repartition the data RDD into

smaller RDDS before UDF invocation to avoid thrashing. During

tuning, we also increased the broadcast budget on each executor,

reduced the storage memory fraction and carefully tuned the

persist() calls to reduce thrashing. Still, performance was

Operation Number of Items Size

Linear Reg. 4.1× 106 documents 328 GB

GMM 108 5-grams 4 GB

LDA 4.1× 106 documents 40GB

Fig. 9: Data set sizes.

Operation Time

Linear Regression Local 03:00:24

GMM Local 00:56:04

LDA (Small Model) Local 03:34:22

LDA (Large Model) Local Fail

LDA (Small Model) Global Fail

LDA (Large Model) Global Fail

Fig. 10: Total running time for Spark (data flow platform).

inferior to SimSQL’s LDA global implementation.

As the LDA model size gets larger, it becomes impossible to fit

the model into the driver memory and broadcast to the executors.

Thus, for the larger LDA model, in the local implementation

we used Spark’s join operation directly over model and data,

instead of a map-side join. The join and the subsequent UDF

invocation succeeded. However, the amount of intermediate data

(the Deltas) generated by the UDF was huge—several terabytes.

When Spark used the ExternalAppendOnlyMap data struc-

ture to apply reduceByKey to these Deltas, it threw a ‘GC

overhead error’ due to the amount of data and we were unable to

remedy this.

We were unable to make LDA global work for either model.

As our LDA global implementation must make use of customized

model and data partitioning (by wordBlockID), tuning was

difficult. We were unable to repartition data in a way that

Spark could process them (as in the LDA local implementa-

tion). Therefore, joining the relatively large repartitioned model

and data failed due to the 2GB frame size limit in Spark’s

TransportFrameDecoder class.

Closing Thoughts. Does all of this mean that Spark cannot

possibly run join-and-co-group efficiently? Absolutely not—the

specialized implementation of join-and-co-group described in this

paper could absolutely be ported to Spark, and in that case, it

may very well outperform our SimSQL-based implementation.

Or, is entirely possible that there is a Spark-based implementation

for join-and-co-group that we missed, that could outperform our

SimSQL-based implementation right now. But we have shown that

a careful implementation of join-and-co-group on a declarative

system can export an interface that offers performance that is

comparable to (and often superior to) a careful, expert implemen-

tation on top of Spark. Given the obvious benefits of a declarative

approach, this seems to validate the ideas in this paper.

7 Related Work
UDFs In Declarative Systems. There is a significant amount

of related work considering the implementation and execution of

UDFs in systems for data analytics. Most of this work differs from

what we have presented in this paper, in that it does not consider

methods for efficiently matching different sets of parameters with
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different UDF invocations. We briefly mention a few of the papers

now.

Various big data processing systems with a declarative (or

semi-declarative) front-end language, such as Hive [26] and Pig

[27], provide extensive support for UDFs. One could imagine

incorporating our ideas into such systems. Popular systems for

data analytics, including Hadoop [28], Spark [11], and Flink [12]

are fundamentally based on the idea of processing UDFs. These

systems typically manipulate user-defined host language objects

(specified in Java, Python, Scala, etc.) where the semantics of each

manipulation are specified by defining methods on the objects, or

lambdas that are used to process the objects.

Tupleware [29] is a recently-proposed data analytics system

designed to efficiently support UDFs, by compiling their execution

into an SQL-specified computation, using LLVM [30]. The core

ideas in the Tupleware system could easily be used in conjunction

with the ideas presented in this paper.

Friedman et al. [31] describe a framework for implementing

and executing UDFs in a database system, where the focus is on

supporting a form of run-time polymorphism for UDFs. Kwon et

al. [32] describe how to handle computation skew in a Hadoop-

like setting, where different UDF invocations can take radically

different times to execute. The key innovation is a query planning

framework that can generate skew-tolerant computational plans.

Ordonez considered how database UDF frameworks could

be used to process statistical computations [33]. MadLib [34]

is a library of UDFs and SQL codes for implementing various

statistical and analytics computations on top of a parallel DBMS.

Both of these efforts are focused on utilizing existing database

UDF APIs. There is classical work in database systems that is

focused on optimizing queries that contain user-defined functions.

Most focus on the problem that since a user-defined function is a

black box, it is difficult for an optimizer to know how expensive

its execution is going to be [35], [36].

Parameterizations in Distributed Machine Learning. While

many papers have studied parameterizations in distributed ma-

chine learning, our investigation into declarative parameteriza-

tions, and the local and global algorithms, is unique.

As mentioned in the introduction, a Parameter Server [9], [10]

is fundamentally concerned with parameterizing machine learning

computations in a “big model”, distributed system. However,

Parameter Server codes are not declarative. While they are often

quite fast, the burden on the programmer is high—imperative

programming in a system such as C++ or Java. Petuum [37] is

a very recent example of a system in the Parameter Server family.

There are a number of recent Parameter Server implementations

that have focused on deep learning such as GeePS [38] and MXnet

[39]. Distributed TensorFlow [40] also makes use of a Parameter

Server architecture. TensorFlow is perhaps the most declarative of

these systems, in that a programmer typically specifies a graph

based-computation over matrices/tensors by writing code to build

the graph—typically in Python—and then the parameters to the

computation are optimized. Still, like all of these other efforts,

TensorFlow does not do any cost-based optimization of the sort

described in this paper. For example, the choice of (a) moving data

to model, or (b) moving model to data, has not been considered

previously.

The SQL-like language constructs used by SimSQL for user-

specification of the join-and-co-group pattern were first proposed

in the paper describing MCDB [41]. That paper gave the basic

SQL syntax and proposed the template implementation depicted

in Figure 1 of this paper, but it did not consider implementation

issues past the template. The proposed naive, local, and global

implementations are unique to this paper.

Declarative Systems for Machine Learning. There are some ma-

ture efforts focused on providing distributed machine learning. For

example, SystemML [42] performs optimization of distributed,

matrix-based computations. However, while matrix operations

are treated declaratively, non-matrix computations are not. The

programming language for SystemML is an R-like, imperative

language. Mahout Samsara [43] and SciDB [44] likewise give

some support for optimization of distributed computations using

large arrays and matrices. Boehm and co-authors give a very nice

description of existing, declarative systems for machine learning

[45]. None of these systems has specifically considered the prob-

lem of distributed parameterizations for user-defined functions.

Specific Distributed Machine Learning Implementations.
There have been a huge number of papers looking at hand-

coded implementations of specific machine learning algorithms.

For example, Smola and Narayanamurthy described a well-known

implementation of LDA [24], which was followed by Ahmed et al.

[25] and Yuan et al. [13], among others. However, these efforts do

not consider the general problem of declarative systems of scalable

model parameterization.

8 Conclusions
Large-scale optimization has become an important application for

data management systems, particularly in the context of statistical

machine learning. In this paper, we have identified the join-and-
co-group pattern, which is a ubiquitous pattern in iterative, large-

scale optimization. We carefully considered the alternatives for

implementing the join-and-co-group pattern, as well as how the

best alternative can be selected automatically. We implemented

all of our ideas within the SimSQL parallel database system, and

on top of the Spark dataflow platform. Our experiments showed

that it is perhaps more feasible to produce a high-performance

implementation of the join-and-co-group pattern within a parallel

database system where it is possible to control the low-level

details of the implementation, than it is to implement the join-

and-co-group pattern on top of a dataflow platform where key

implementation choices are out of reach.
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